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1) This is my Q thread for January 5, 2019  

 

Q posts can be found here:  

qmap.pub 

qanon.pub 

 

Android apps:  

bit.ly/Q_Drops  

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

 

 

My theme: Follow the Watch

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwL7u9xWkAAiPiY.jpg

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to search, browse and
research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) I didn't post the previous drops from Q on December 22nd. (There were only two). 

 

Here's the first one from that day.
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3) The link is to a video where Bill Clinton and Barack Obama told the world how serious they were out

immigration reform.  

 

It's easy to say you're tough on illegal immigration when you know Congress won't vote for immigration

reform or border security. 

0:00 / 1:48

4) This was Q's next post.
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5) The link is to a video of Barack Obama and Schuck Schumer saying we need immigration reform and

border security and then opposing it when it's about to become a reality. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/gHnGFkUS_lc

6) In November, Q posted a list of objectives that the enemies of the President hoped to achieve through

the Mueller investigation.  

 

The Russia investigation provides a plausible reason to leak information that might be used against the

President.
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7) One of the biggest leakers in Congress is House Intelligence Chair Adam Schiff [AS].
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8) Q reposted the drop from November and a link to a tweet by Brit Hume, 

Schiff is being set up for prosecution as a leaker but he has little choice. The control his masters have over

him forces him to comply with their demand to help get rid of Trump.
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9) Brit Hume asked why when other reporters turned down a story about alleged ties the NRA had to

Russia based on unsourced reports, McClatchy ran the bogus story. 

 

Brit Hume
@brithume

On-the-record denials this sweeping and emphatic apparently 
caused some journalists not to write this story. The McClatchy 
guys went with it anyway, despite their sources’ refusal to be 
specific about what, exactly, was being investigated.  
scribd.com/document/38791…

2,740 8:49 PM - Jan 3, 2019

3,211 people are talking about this

Cleta Mitchell-McClatchy Email Corresponde…
Cleta Mitchell-McClatchy Email Correspondence
reformatted

scribd.com
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10) Brit Hume linked to a series of emails between Cleta Mitchell and Peter Stone discussing McClatchy's

decision to publish a story which Mitchell said was based on lies. 

 

(Adam Schiff provided information that was used in the story) 

https://www.scribd.com/document/387915015/Cleta-Mitchell-McClatchy-Email-Correspondence-

Google-Docs

Cleta Mitchell-McClatchy Email Correspondence - Google Docs
Cleta Mitchell-McClatchy Email Correspondence - Google Docs - Free download as PDF File (.pdf), Text
File (.txt) or read online for free. Cleta Mitchell-McClatchy Email Correspondence reformatted

https://www.scribd.com/document/387915015/Cleta-Mitchell-McClatchy-Email-Correspondence-Google-Docs
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11) Q wrote: 

What happens when all 'insiders' know the news is FAKE? 

What happens when all 'insiders' know [AS] is the leak of false data?

12) Q asked: 

What happens when a member of the House Intel Comm purposely leaks FAKE & FALSE data to

'friendly' news sources in order to maintain & portray a FALSE NARRATIVE to the public?

13) Q asked:  

How do you build a case against a member of the House Intel Comm if they themselves have access to the

intelligence?

14) Q asked: 

What critical 'mission' did SESSIONS publicly announce re: leaks?  

Why did SESSIONS make this PUBLIC? 

Optics are important.

15) So that he and Trump wouldn't be accused of partisan attacks, Jeff Sessions publicly announced that

he had created a task force to investigate and prosecute intelligence leakers. 

(Optics are important) 

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sessions-justice-department-has-27-investigations-into-epidemic-of-

leaks

Sessions: Justice Department has 27 investigations into 'epidemic' of leaks
The Justice Department has a whopping 27 open investigations into leaks of classified information with a
“political motive,” Attorney General Jeff Sessions revealed Tuesday — that’s three times more …

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/sessions-justice-department-has-27-investigations-into-epidemic-of-leaks

16) Because our perception of society is determined by narratives, [they] must always strive to control the

narrative.

17) Q wrote: 

RE: MUELLER deleted 'critical' text messages between Peter Strzok (PS)+Lisa Page (LP)? 

Re_read Re: [MUELLER] designed to…. 
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The 'MUELLER' insurance policy has expired. 

Q

18) The deletion of texts between Page and Strzok seems like an attempt to destroy incriminating

evidence. 

https://thefederalist.com/2018/12/13/doj-destroyed-missing-strzok-page-text-messages-before-ig-

reviewed-them/

DOJ Destroyed Missing Strzok/Page Texts Before IG Reviewed Them
The DOJ wiped text messages between former FBI employees, Lisa Page and Peter Strozk, before the
Office of the Inspector General could review them.

https://thefederalist.com/2018/12/13/doj-destroyed-missing-strzok-page-text-messages-before-ig-reviewed-th…

19) In January of 2018, the FBI claimed it had lost texts and emails between Lisa Page, Peter Strzok and

Andrew McCabe,  

 

Q reminded [them] the NSA has it all. 

 

Note: "The flood is coming"

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwMo0KVW0AAz642.jpg

20) In May, it was learned that FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe discussed the Steele dossier with

CNN. Included in one email was the phrase: "A Flood is Coming." 

 

How did Q know in January a fact that would not be made public until months later? 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/05/22/flood-is-coming-fbi-front-office-discussed-

trump-dossier-with-cnn-n2483034

'Flood Is Coming': FBI Front Office Discussed Trump Dossier With CNN
'Flood Is Coming': FBI Front Office Discussed Trump Dossier With CNN - Matt Vespa: Wait—so, disgraced
Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe not only lied .03/17/2019 11:11:22AM EST.

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/05/22/flood-is-coming-fbi-front-office-discussed-trump-dossier-…

21) Almost a year ago, (January 7, 2018) Q informed us that many causes which seem to be noble are

actually scams designed to rip off US taxpayers and give our money to global elites.  

 

No one with integrity is monitoring where this money goes.
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22) POTUS has been criticizing his opponents who want to (at least they say) allocate taxpayer money to

foreign countries but they refuse to spend money on a southern border wall.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwMsv0RX4AUY93A.jpg

23)
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24) Ask yourself why a politician would care about sending aid to other countries? 

 

Isn't it more in keeping with the ethical code of a politician to want to divert that money to another

"cause?" 

 

Are politicians elected by other countries? 

Who funds their campaigns?
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25) Q posted a link to the President's tweet and reposted the drop from a year ago and wrote: (2 days
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ahead of schedule)
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26) An anon noted that between their foundations, slush funds and "aid donations" there must be

trillions of dollars of taxpayer money that has been stolen. 

 

Will POTUS go after it?
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27)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwMyB7tWoAYoqB7.jpg

28) Shills have been losing their minds (as usual).
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29) An anon let Q know patriots stand at the ready.
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30) A German anon wished Q a happy New Year.
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31) Turning his attention to the "2 days ahead of schedule" post, an anon reckoned something scheduled

a year ago for January 7 of this year was in fact, happening today on January 5th.
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32) An anon pondered what it would mean if Q's posts from a year ago were beginning to play out now.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwMycW-WsAEpSXB.jpg

33) Trump:  

Ahead of schedule. Under budget.
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34) An anon wondered if Q's latest post had something to do with a pen post from a year ago, since

Trump is headed to Camp David this weekend and that was the site of a previous pen post.
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35)

https://nypost.com/2019/01/05/trump-staffers-head-to-camp-david-amid-shutdown-talks/

Trump, staffers head to Camp David amid shutdown talks
Senior White House staffers are headed to Camp David for the weekend in order to discuss the
administration’s policy goals for the year. President Trump...

https://nypost.com/2019/01/05/trump-staffers-head-to-camp-david-amid-shutdown-talks/

36) Q posted a link to a video of the riots in France & asked why the mainstream media is ignoring them. 

Do antiglobalist riots destroy the narrative that most people support globalism? 

Why does Antifa use forced suppression the way the Nazis did? 

 

[Executive Order Active]
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37) Here's the video Q linked to. 

0:00 / 0:39

38) Prior to running for President, no one had ever accused Donald Trump of being a racist.  

 

The EU is attempting to turn police and citizens against each other in the same way US politicians are

trying to turn us against our police. 

 

Image link:
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https://qntmpkts.keybase.pub/data/media/6a339ed7dd6451852daee7c74218c6b91859cd210e41680ee3

ed9810e8022293.jpg
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39) If the police believe citizens are the problem and citizens believe police are the problem, neither will

consider the fact that politicians and their masters are the real problems.

40) Maggie Haberman and her Mockingbird media pals are working hard to understand what the rest of

us have known for months.  

 

Trump anticipated that Dems would not fund the wall so he planned to fund it another way. 

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

More on what @costareports is hearing - Trump has been talking 
about it for several days, and White House counsel's office has 
taken a look at what is possible since the shutdown began and 
Trump revived talk of this inside White House.

Robert Costa @costareports
Trump confidant tells me he’s still talking today about declaring a 
national emergency if talks collapse... and he’s getting encouraged by 
several of his friends on hard right to do just that, knowing it’d be 
challenged immediately

1,514 11:27 PM - Jan 5, 2019

2,670 people are talking about this
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41) Haberman thinks POTUS just came up with a plan to fund the wall through the military after

declaring a national emergency. 

 

Why disclose the real plan upfront? 

 

Why not allow Dems and RINOs to expose their corruption by putting them through a publicly visible

wall debate?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNAFTmXcAEf6cq.jpg

42) In the above tweet, Q quoted an email from the Podesta Wikileaks dump where Hillary Clinton's

team discussed the trust they had in Maggie Haberman to do their bidding.  

RE: Follow-up Media Call - WikiLeaks
From: jbenenson@bsgco.com To: nmerrill@hrcoffice.com, robbymook2015@gmail.com We are all focused
on getting diversity and we have to get there. But we also have a lot of big jobs to fill in the next …

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7524
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https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/7524
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43) Q warned Haberman she isn't safe. It's not a threat of violence. Haberman could be prosecuted if it is

determined that she committed a crime.

44) In March of 2018, Q began dropping hints about Red Castle and Green Castle, saying the clock had

been activated.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNFaGhWsAAjG-G.jpg

45) My guess in March was that Red Castle had to do with the Army Corps of Engineers and that POTUS

was going to use them to build the border wall. 
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Praying Medic
@prayingmedic

Replying to @prayingmedic
22) Red_Castle 
It's just a guess, but the Army Corps of Engineers has as their 
symbol, a red and white castle.  
Is Trump planning to build the border wall using Defense 
Department money and the corps of engineers?
#Qanonusace.army.mil

466 11:20 PM - Mar 23, 2018

268 people are talking about this

46) It seemed like Green Castle could also refer to the Army Corps of Engineers.  
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Praying Medic
@prayingmedic

Replying to @prayingmedic
25) There is another possible interpretation for Green_Castle. 
 
There's a small office of the Corps of Engineers located in 
Greencastle, Indiana. #Qanon countyoffice.org/in-putnam-
coun…

273 12:32 AM - Mar 24, 2018

124 people are talking about this

47) Months later we received confirmation that the March decodes of Red Castle and Green Castle were

correct.  

 

POTUS had planned long ago to use the military to build and fund the wall because he knew Congress

wouldn't agree to it. 

 

He outmaneuvered the obstructionists.
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49) It's been suggested that some resignations in the military may be due to resistance to Trump's plan to

use the military to build the wall. I don't know if Admiral Sweeney's resignation is related to the wall but

the timing is interesting.  

https://thehill.com/policy/defense/424028-pentagon-chief-of-staff-resigns

Pentagon chief of staff resigns
The Department of Defense's chief of staff Rear Adm.

https://thehill.com/policy/defense/424028-pentagon-chief-of-staff-resigns

50) An anon felt the Dems pushed the envelope of stupidity during the first day of the new session of

Congress.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNFce-X0AARLUB.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNFce-X0AARLUB.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNLS9yWoAAezdu.jpg

51) Q asked why Dems push funding for "aid programs" the funding of which is unmonitored. 

 

How do politicians become worth tens or hundreds of millions of dollars on Congressional salaries?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNLznbWsAAhTIw.jpg

52) Open Secrets estimates Nancy Pelosi's net worth at just over $100 million.  

https://www.opensecrets.org/personal-finances/net-worth/Nancy-Pelosi?cid=N00007360&year=2015

Nancy Pelosi- Net Worth - Personal Finances
Nancy Pelosi's estimated net worth for 2015 is $100,643,521. Learn more about their investments and
assets.

https://www.opensecrets.org/personal-finances/net-worth/Nancy-Pelosi?cid=N00007360&year=2015
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNNYD5W0AAxbLJ.jpg

53 In the previous post, Q provided a couple of links to different pages on a website that has information

about foreign assistance: 

 

foreignassistance.gov 

 

foreignassistance.gov/explore

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNQep-W0AEcJAk.jpg

54) Q posted a link to the same website and asked why the UN encourages nations to contribute 0.7% of

their GDP to foreign aid. 

 

If no one trustworthy is monitoring where the money is spent, where do you think it goes? 

 

Is this how the [really] rich get richer?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNNYD5W0AAxbLJ.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNNYD5W0AAxbLJ.jpg
https://www.foreignassistance.gov/
https://www.foreignassistance.gov/explore
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNQep-W0AEcJAk.jpg


https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNSWxlWoAA0cxg.jpg

55) What our movement is about.  

What Trump aims to accomplish. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/G2qIXXafxCQ

56) An anon couldn't get the foreign assistance website to load. 

 

Q said it's because a couple of million users attempted to view it at the same time and it crashed the

website. (It's still only loading intermittently) 

 

This link is working:

https://web.archive.org/web/20181228040357/https://www.foreignassistance.gov/explore

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNSWxlWoAA0cxg.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNSWxlWoAA0cxg.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/G2qIXXafxCQ
https://web.archive.org/web/20181228040357/https://www.foreignassistance.gov/explore


https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNTl88XQAA-PmA.jpg

57) Q posted another pen. (The President's) 

And a watch. 

(Because the clock is ticking) 

 

POTUS will be at Camp David from the 6th to the 7th.  

[1-year delta confirmed] 

 

*Follow the watch

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNVDSZX0AA9eJw.jpg

58) Q told us a few weeks ago that the clock was ticking.  

 

When will the first alarm ring? 

Follow the watch and find out.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNTl88XQAA-PmA.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNTl88XQAA-PmA.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNVDSZX0AA9eJw.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNWBqLWsAEWL_z.jpg

59) Generally, when Q posts an image of a pen, it's a harbinger of an Executive Order that is about to be

signed and put into effect.  

 

Q's usual instruction was "Follow the Pen." 

 

These are the dates of all the pen images Q has posted so far.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNYOckX0AAPknV.jpg

60) Tomorrow it will be one year since Q posted the pen picture from Camp David.  

[1-year delta confirmed] 

 

Note the desk.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNWBqLWsAEWL_z.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNWBqLWsAEWL_z.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNZbeGWoAEoW6m.jpg

61) Here's the post from January 6, 2018, when POTUS and his staff were at Camp David.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNaLWRX0AASnlF.jpg

62) POTUS at Camp David.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNZbeGWoAEoW6m.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNa7tLWkAAmHR4.jpg

63) There's been a lot of discussion on the board about the time displayed on the watch. The best guess

seems to be 3:14.  

(I have no idea yet what the relevance of the time is.)

64) Since Q has never confirmed the clock diagram, I don't use it. 

But now we have one Q has approved.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNcR9TWsAAu0tU.jpg
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65) Have patience, patriots.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNc8-yWwAAuHRW.jpg

66) Bonus Section: 

 

There were many key posts made by Q on January 7 of last year.  

If you're new to Q it's worth your time to review them.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNdNC-XcAADe7V.jpg

67) This was a middle of the night post from last January 7th.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNc8-yWwAAuHRW.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNduf1XcAE5oqh.jpg

68) An anon noted Q was working late into the night.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNeC3bWwAAy0tb.jpg

69) Q responded.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNeQ1RXQAALN9H.jpg

70) A comforting thought about [win] this is finished.
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNeV00X4AA-cbX.jpg

71) Comfy?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNcAD-XcAAOgvq.jpg

72) So that I don't get a hundred messages asking why I don't like or use the Q clock, let me explain the

history of the clock diagram that most people are familiar with.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNeV00X4AA-cbX.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwNeV00X4AA-cbX.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQCkQxXQAAqn2t.jpg

73) Some believe the clock diagram is valid because Q mentioned a clock in this post on Jan 7. 

The post didn't reference a specific clock. There were no clock diagrams that had been proposed by anons

at that time. 

This post caused anons to come up with several clock possibilities

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQDKL7X4AAzs6l.jpg
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74) Many clock models have been posted on the board since then but Q never confirmed any of them.  

Because of that, most clock models fell into obscurity. 

One clock diagram became popular.  

It's the one most people see today.

75) I was intrigued by the clock diagram. I studied it and came to understand how it functions.  

 

But every proposed theory, diagram or proof is supposed to be confirmed by Q.  

 

That's the system Q uses to let us know if we're on the right track. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029962

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQLneIW0AEdu2o.jpg

76) The popular clock diagram has been posted on the board a thousand times. Anons are continually

asking if it's correct. 

So far, Q has not commented on it. 

 

If the clock diagram were correct, I would assume Q would have confirmed it by now but he hasn't.

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/148019103/#148029962
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQLneIW0AEdu2o.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQLneIW0AEdu2o.jpg


https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQFvWhWsAA-Oxk.jpg

77) The clock diagram is an interesting theory. Some people find value in it. They're welcome to use it and

I won't condemn them. It's none of my business what others do.

78) Q said the clock and the graphic are critical.  

We know that the "graphic" refers to diagrams that connect Q posts to tweets by the President.

79) What is the clock? 

It could simply be the idea that we need to pay attention to timestamps and time intervals [deltas]

between POTUS tweets and Q posts. 

That measurement requires knowledge or awareness of a clock.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQKC6SWwAEeCwQ.jpg

80) I prefer to stick to things that Q has confirmed. I don't find much practical use in the clock and I'm

concerned that it could confuse people. 

 

(Until and unless Q confirms the clock diagram, it will not appear in my posts.)

81) People want to know if POTUS or anyone famous wears the watch shown in Q's post.  

 

Portugieser Chronograph Classic IW390302 | IWC

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQFvWhWsAA-Oxk.jpg
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https://www.iwc.com/us/en/watch-collections/portugieser/iw390302-portugieser-chronograph-classic.html


https://www.iwc.com/us/en/watch-collections/portugieser/iw390302-portugieser-chronograph-

classic.html

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQYgg4XgAE-_qq.jpg

The classically balanced dial of this IWC-manufactured chronograph leans heavily on the design of the first,
iconic Portugieser models of the 1930s.

https://www.iwc.com/us/en/watch-collections/portugieser/iw390302-portugieser-chronograph-classic.html

82) I've seen claims on Twitter of famous people wearing one of these watches but I'm not convinced any

are a good match. The images are generally too blurry to make a positive ID and most watches of this

style look very similar.

https://www.iwc.com/us/en/watch-collections/portugieser/iw390302-portugieser-chronograph-classic.html
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQYgg4XgAE-_qq.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQdc5zX0AEdR7D.jpg

83) Several websites offer a look at watches that Donald Trump is known to have worn.  

Here's one.

https://www.thewatchindex.com/Most-Popular-Watches/Presidential-Watches-Donald-Trumps-Watch-

Collection

Presidential Watches: Donald Trump's Watch Collection
Ever wonder, "what watch does Donald Trump wear?" Well we can tell you! Here are six watches in Donald
Trump's watch collection. Now before you jump to the comment section, we won't be talking about …

https://www.thewatchindex.com/Most-Popular-Watches/Presidential-Watches-Donald-Trumps-Watch-Collection

84) Here's another.  

https://watchandbullion.com/donald-trump-watch/

Donald Trump Watch Collection | Watch and Bullion
We are going to try and shed a little light on what timepieces (arguably) the most powerful man on the globe
favours.

https://watchandbullion.com/donald-trump-watch/

85) Here's a third. 

https://www.timepiecechronicle.com/features/2016/8/9/the-lackluster-watch-collection-of-donald-

trump

The Lackluster Watch Collection of Donald Trump
There is a chance that Donald J. Trump could be the next President of the United States. So if The Donald
does reach the oval office, how will his watch collection fair against previous tenants? At t…

https://www.timepiecechronicle.com/features/2016/8/9/the-lackluster-watch-collection-of-donald-trump
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86) None of these websites are able to confirm that Donald Trump owns the Portugieser Chronograph

shown in Q's post but they can't rule out the possibility that he owns one today.  

 

(It equally possible that the watch in Q's picture belongs to someone else.)

87) Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg [RBG] is in brackets.  

Ginsburg was appointed by Bill Clinton.  

She has radical views on gender issues and sexuality. 

She endorsed decreasing the age of consensual sex to 12 and for the removal of gender barriers in

organizations and institutions.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQj3u8WkAI-hGP.jpg

88) Brackets can be used for many things. They're sometimes used to separate one idea from another. 

 

[ ] Brackets can also indicate an individual or entity against whom action is about to be taken by POTUS

and his team. In that case, brackets indicate a "kill box."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQj3u8WkAI-hGP.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQj3u8WkAI-hGP.jpg


https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQk1d2X4AIFwr-.jpg

89) Additional information on the kill box.  

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kill_box

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQnerZX0AAOay3.jpg

90) Q posted a link to this article that outlines the radical views of Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Much of what Q

posted (above) was taken from this article. 

http://humanevents.com/2005/08/23/senators-overlooked-radical-record-of-ruth-bader-ginsburg/

91) Ginsburg fell and was treated for rib fractures. According to media reports, cancer nodules were

found on her left lung and she was treated at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York.  

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 85, undergoes lung procedure to remove canc…
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https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/21/supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-85-reportedly-

undergoes-lung-procedure-.html

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg was "resting comfortably" Friday after surgery to remove two
cancerous nodules from her left lung, the court says.

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/21/supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-85-reportedly-undergoes-lung-p…

92) Q asked: 

What other political [former/current] sr. political heads are they affiliated with? 

 

Many former Presidents and other famous people have been treated at Sloan Kettering.  

http://drbarronlerner.com/2015/08/24/jimmy-carter-our-latest-famous-patient/

Jimmy Carter: Our Latest Famous Patient - Dr. Barron Lerner
Former President Jimmy Carter’s recent announcement that he has metastatic melanoma is the most recent
example of the complex relationship that exists between famous people and illness disclosure. Ov…

http://drbarronlerner.com/2015/08/24/jimmy-carter-our-latest-famous-patient/

93) Q asked: 

What 'off-market' drugs are being provided to [RBG] in order to sustain minimum daily function? 

What is the real medical diagnosis of [RBG]? 

I don't know her real diagnosis or what drugs are being used to keep her alive but an anon wrote this

satirical post about her

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQqsRkXcAUDXwa.jpg

94) Q wrote: 

Who is managing her care? 

Who is 'really' managing her care? 

The clock is ticking. 

PANIC IN DC. 

Q 

 

When Q asks 'who is really' doing something, it's safe to assume the [C]lowns [I]n [A]merica are working

behind the scenes.

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/21/supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-85-reportedly-undergoes-lung-procedure-.html
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQr6OZWwAAfrNU.jpg

95) If Ginsburg dies and Trump appoints another Supreme Court justice, the deep state's plans take

another major hit.  

 

It's critical for [them] to keep her alive while they try to remove POTUS from office. If he remains in

office, they end up in Gitmo 

 

This is not a game.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQr6OZWwAAfrNU.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQt7YwXcAAHz3D.png

96) Evidently, Maggie Haberman and her deep state pals are concerned about POTUS being at Camp

David and Q's posts about her.  

 

She seems to be signaling [them] about the current threat. 

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

"There is no smoking on this train. If you're found smoking, we'll 
assume you're on fire and take the appropriate action," says the 
Amtrak conductor.

14.1K 6:03 PM - Jan 6, 2019
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQzh8RX4AUWuxu.jpg

5,216 people are talking about this

97) Makes you wonder who Q and the team are watching right now. 

[We have it all]

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQz32kXgAIsipJ.jpg

98) Ask yourself a simple question: 

If Q is a harmless LARP who isn't a threat to anyone, why does Maggie Haberman freak out every time Q

posts about her?

99) Here's another question: 

 

If Ruth Bader Ginsbug's health isn't a concern, why are Hillary and Andrew Cuomo attempting to make

Roe vs Wade a part of New York State law? 

 

Do they know something about RBG that we don't? 

Hillary Clinton
@HillaryClinton

I’ll be joining @NYGovCuomo as he lays out his plan to codify 
Roe v. Wade and pass the Reproductive Health Act. There’s no 
time to wait. #RHAin30Days

Andrew Cuomo @NYGovCuomo
We must pass the Reproductive Health Act and codify Roe v. Wade 
into New York State Law. 
 
Let’s get it done! #RHAin30Days

36.5K 10:00 PM - Jan 6, 2019

9,707 people are talking about this
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQ54xHV4AAJfjL.jpg

100) The MSM has lampooned POTUS over his temporary cabinet appointments. Trump is in a situation

that requires him to bring in people to do unconventional work and then leave the way Anthony

Scaramucci did as Comms Director. 

(Optics aren't a concern with temp appointments.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwQ7GcTUwAA7nsH.jpg

101) Q's Link. 

https://www.axios.com/trump-acting-cabinet-heads-more-flexibility-d708dcb6-967b-42ba-97dc-

9b1cf1d30aaf.html

Trump says appointing acting Cabinet heads grants "more flexibility"
"I sort of like acting. It gives me more flexibility, do you understand that?"

https://www.axios.com/trump-acting-cabinet-heads-more-flexibility-d708dcb6-967b-42ba-97dc-9b1cf1d30aaf.…

102) A source told me about 5 weeks ago that 2 additional detention facilities were being prepped for

military tribunals. A couple weeks ago, Q confirmed there are actually 3.  

The same source told me that approximately 5,000 FISA warrants are currently open. (I cannot confirm.)
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103) FVEY countries (Canada UK, Australia, New Zealand) cooperated with spying requests under

former presidents but they're in a bind and are forced to cooperate with POTUS or face consequences.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRLQT_WwAAFA5z.jpg

104) FVEY spying activity has spread to include surveillance and information sharing on nations like

China. 

Five Eyes alliance reportedly looping in Germany, Japan against China | ZDNet
Chinese foreign interference is causing the Five Eyes intelligence alliance between the US, the UK,
Australia, Canada, and New Zealand to expand informally to other nations, according to Reuters.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/five-eyes-alliance-reportedly-looping-in-germany-japan-against-china/
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https://www.zdnet.com/article/five-eyes-alliance-reportedly-looping-in-germany-japan-against-china/

105) Pushers of fear porn insist nothing is happening but leaders like Theresa May, Emanuel Macron and

Angela Merkel are systematically being removed from power.  

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/12/angela-merkels-power-is-weakening-who-could-be-germanys-next-

leader.html

The long goodbye: Who, or what, will replace Angela Merkel? 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel has seen her grip on power wane following an inconclusive election a
year ago. But nobody is sure who could succeed her.

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/12/angela-merkels-power-is-weakening-who-could-be-germanys-next-leader.…

106) Q asked if anons knew about this.  

 

External Tweet loading... 
If nothing shows, it may have been deleted
https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1081981310699229184

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRNFTpXgAY_WQ8.jpg

107) Q's link. 

(Anons have known for some time.) 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/five-eyes-alliance-reportedly-looping-in-germany-japan-against-china/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/five-eyes-alliance-reportedly-looping-in-germany-japan-against-china/
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108) Q dropped a long post that I broke into 2 parts 

The CI_A circumvents constitutional prohibitions on surveillance and FISA restrictions by utilizing the

FVEY agencies to conduct surveillance.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRYLq4X4AAZ5Nh.jpg

109) According to FBI anon, Hillary sold highly classified Special Access Programs (SAPs) to foreign

donors that were illegally leaked to her.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRcLFmXcAAoKy8.jpg

110) It seems China located & killed CI_A assets with the intel they bought from Hillary. (The claim that

they located agents via their Google communications is likely a cover story.) 

Dozens of US spies killed after Iran and China uncovered CIA messaging service using Google
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/11/03/dozens-us-spies-killed-iran-china-uncovered-cia-

messaging-service/

Dozens of American spies were killed in Iran and China after a flawed communications service that allowed
foreign foes to see what the agents were up to using Google, official sources have claimed.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/11/03/dozens-us-spies-killed-iran-china-uncovered-cia-messagi…

111) Q posted a link to this article that explores the CI_A's spying on the Senate.  

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/cia-senate-investigation-constitutional-crisis-

daniel-jones

'A constitutional crisis': the CIA turns on the Senate
Tensions flare between the CIA and the Senate in the fight to release the report on torture – leading the
agency to spy on its own legislative overseers

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/cia-senate-investigation-constitutional-crisis-daniel-jones

112) Q also posted a link to this article. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interrogation-

report.html

Inquiry by C.I.A. Affirms It Spied on Senate Panel
A report by the agency’s inspector general also found that C.I.A. officers read the emails of the Senate
investigators and sent a criminal referral to the Justice Department based on false informatio…

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interrogation-report.html

113) Q posted a link to this article. 

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article24770296.html

Justice declines to pursue allegations that CIA monitored Senate Intel staff
The Justice Department has decided not to pursue accusations that the CIA spied on the Senate
Intelligence Committee and allegations that committee staff slipped classified documents from a secure a…

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article24770296.html

114) Q asked: 

What ability do former GOV officials have re: ability to access C_LEVEL FVEY offshore data?

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/11/03/dozens-us-spies-killed-iran-china-uncovered-cia-messaging-service/
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRitE4X0AEf4Q5.jpg

115) Q Asked: 

No punishment [Brennan] by HUSSEIN ADMIN re: SURV of Senate etc? 

Logical thinking, why? 

 

Because the CI_A ran the government for the last 60 years.

114) Part 2 of this post focuses on how the CIA attempted to neuter the NSA and make the CI_A the

dominant intelligence agency.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRjwT0WsAAmCRZ.jpg

115) Q asked: 

Where did Snowden work prior to NSA contractor ACCEPT? 

 

Snowden was originally hired and trained by the CI_A before becoming an NSA contractor.
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116) Q asked: 

What SENIOR LEVEL GOV/C_A OFFICIAL rec  for NSA contractor OFF/TAR position? 

 

TAR - is an acronym for Target Analyst Reporter.  

https://clearedjobs.net/job/target-analyst-reporter-1-md-fort-meade-maryland-131097

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRnjf3W0AAb8Ao.jpg

@Snowden

Target Analyst Reporter 1 - (MD)
Target Analyst Reporter 1 - (MD) in Fort Meade, Maryland | ClearedJobs.Net
Job #6905BRPosition TitleTarget Analyst Reporter 1 - (MD)Job CategoryIntelligenceCityFort
MeadeStateMDCountr…

https://clearedjobs.net/job/target-analyst-reporter-1-md-fort-meade-maryland-131097

117) Michael Hayden was NSA director from 1999-2005. 

He was Director of National Intelligence from 2005-2006. 

He was CIA Director from 2006-2009. 

 

Snowden was hired by the CIA in 2006. 

 

I suspect Snowden was recommended by Hayden but it's just a guess. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2014/08/13/that-time-edward-snowden-and-

gen-michael-hayden-took-a-photo-together-wearing-smiles-and-tuxedos/?utm_term=.ca47ad62f992

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRqV-kXgAASL_w.jpg

Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2014/08/13/that-time-edward-snowden-and-gen-micha…

118) Q asked: 

Post public release of CLAS NSA PRO > U1? 

Where is Snowden today? 

What country was involved in U1? 

 

Q is tying the NSA scandal to the sale of Uranium 1 to the Russian energy company Rosatom.

119) The sale of Uranium One began in 2009 with a transfer of 16% of the company's shares to Rosatom.

The sale was completed in January of 2013.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium_One

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2014/08/13/that-time-edward-snowden-and-gen-michael-hayden-took-a-photo-together-wearing-smiles-and-tuxedos/?utm_term=.ca47ad62f992
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRsM76WsAA26UI.jpg

120) Snowden leaked is classified information about the NSA spy tools Prism and XKeyscore in May of

2013 after the Uranium One sale was complete. 

https://www.biography.com/people/edward-snowden-21262897

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRs6wEWoAYkcqQ.jpg

Edward Snowden
Edward Snowden went from obscurity to an internationally known figure overnight because of
whistleblowing activities that could have him on the run for life. Learn more at Biography.com.

https://www.biography.com/people/edward-snowden-21262897

121) Snowden flew to Hong Kong (with the help of CI_A). 

The official story was that he was going to fly to Ecuador or Venezuela but he ended up "stranded" in

Russia.  

 

Russia was his final destination from the beginning. (See below) 

Edward Snowden
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https://www.biography.com/people/edward-snowden-21262897

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRtqolWwAErUui.jpg

Edward Snowden went from obscurity to an internationally known figure overnight because of
whistleblowing activities that could have him on the run for life. Learn more at Biography.com.

https://www.biography.com/people/edward-snowden-21262897

122) Q asked: 

Could  be seen releasing CLAS programs/intel FROM INSIDE OF RUSSIA? 

What role did BRENNAN PLAY in the Snowden leaks re: NSA?

@Snowden

123) The CI_A says Russia as a bogeyman we must fear. 

 

Snowden couldn't leak NSA spy tools from Russia without it looking like they were involved. Brennan

enabled Snowden to fly to Hong Kong first and leak the info from there to remove Russia as a suspect 

(Optics matter)

https://www.biography.com/people/edward-snowden-21262897
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRtqolWwAErUui.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRtqolWwAErUui.jpg
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124) Once the NSA spy tools had been leaked, Snowden traveled from Hong Kong to Russia. 

Since a worldwide security hold had been placed on his passport, he needed the help of the CI_A and

Brennan to get him there. Once in Russia, he could make no more flights so he remained there

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwRymMOXgAECh_v.jpg

125) Q asked: 

What was BRENNAN's background re: SAUDI ARABIA? 

 

Brennan served as the CIA’s station chief in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia in the mid-1990s and in 1999, he was

given the position of chief of staff to CIA director George Tenet. 

intrepidreport.com/archives/15993

126) Q asked: 

Does the C_A hold blackmail on political leaders? 

Does the C_A protect those who protect them?

127) The CI_A is believed to use blackmail to hold power over influential people in what is known as

Operation Brownstone (or a Brownstone Operation). 

What is Operation Brownstone/a Brownstone Operation? Is it real? More than likely. — Steemit
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https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@rebelskum/what-is-operation-brownstone-a-brownstone-operation-is-

it-real-more-than-likely

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwR1Tf7X0AA-XRk.jpg

Preface The existence of "Operation Brownstone" and "Brownstone operations" is not yet officially
recognized as… by rebelskum

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@rebelskum/what-is-operation-brownstone-a-brownstone-operation-is-it-real-m…

128) Q asked: 

Why are ex C_A contractors running for office? 

How many ex C_A contractors are currently in office?

129) CI_A agents ran for office because the agency itself is being dismantled. Wanting to retain power,

many are trying to be elected. 

 

[CI_A intelligence operations will be transferred to NSA] 

 

Q wrote: 

Hello, [AS] 

Once an agent, always an agent. 

 

Is Schiff former CIA?

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@rebelskum/what-is-operation-brownstone-a-brownstone-operation-is-it-real-more-than-likely
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwR1Tf7X0AA-XRk.jpg
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwR4yejWkAIYXN9.jpg

130) Dozens of people with intelligence backgrounds (including CI_A) have run for Congress. Some (not

all) have stated that their goal is to oppose the plans of our duly elected president. 

https://sputniknews.com/military/201804171063651958-democrats-cia-pentagon-midterms/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwR3ca9X4AAUxkh.jpg

November Midterms: Meet the Former CIA Agents Running for Congress as Democrats
In the November 2018 midterm elections, a vast number of former intelligence and military operatives are
running for Democratic party nominations across the US. If even just a few are successful in t…

https://sputniknews.com/military/201804171063651958-democrats-cia-pentagon-midterms/

131) There is another possible decode for [AS} in Q's question above.  

Rather than Adam Schiff, Q might be referring to former CI_A agent Abigal Spanberger who upset

incumbent Dave Bratt in the Virginia 7th district race in November. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/when-ex-spies-go-rogue-by-becoming-

lawmakers/2019/01/01/9890c4da-095c-11e9-a3f0-71c95106d96a_story.html?

utm_term=.0e8e0e5ac8ea

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/when-ex-spies-go-rogue-by-becoming-lawmakers/2019/01/01/9890c4…

132) Another two-part post: 
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Fake News and Hollywood [FakeWood] have predicted one catastrophe after another since Trump was

elected. When their predictions prove wrong, they develop another narrative rather than truthfully

reporting his successes.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSA-pTWoAItYH4.jpg

133) Why is DC panicking? 

They lost the power over the military, the power to remove corrupt people and appoint new ones

(including Supreme Court Judges). 

The power over the intelligence apparatus, the power to make foreign policy. and the ability to return

power to the people.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSCJyfWsAAvTpH.jpg

134) There are accusations that Alan Dershowitz is a pedophile because of his association with Jeffrey

Epstein.  

 

Q posted a link to an interview with Dershowitz who says he'll "put prominent people in handcuffs" when

the truth is revealed. 

 

Q said, "get in line."
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135) Here's the link Q posted. 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/01/04/dershowitz_secret_emails_about_underage_sex

_allegations_will_put_prominent_people_in_handcuffs.html

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSHOo6WkAIKNEG.jpg

Dershowitz: "Secret" Emails About Underage Sex Allegations Will Put "Prominent People in …
In an interview Thursday morning with 'Good Day New York,' Alan Dershowitz pushed back against
allegations that he had sex with underage girls through billionaire convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein.…

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/01/04/dershowitz_secret_emails_about_underage_sex_allegatio…

136) Alan Dershowitz's name does appear on the flight log for Jeffrey Epstein's airplane the Lolita

Express.  

 

(Note the date he flew was November 17th.)
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137) Last April, Q welcomed Dershowitz to Trump's legal team by posting the number 17.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSIfuDWwAA1Ifn.jpg

138) Anons assumed it was a reference to the letter Q (the 17th letter of the alphabet) or the #17 jerseys

that were given to POTUS.
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139) Q said the post was about Alan Dershowitz being welcomed to Trump's team, the plane and the

number 17.
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140) Yes, Dershowitz did travel on the Lolita express. 

The flight log shows it was on the 17th day of November.  

But unlike other people, Dersh had a legitimate reason.  

He was one of Epstein's attorneys and he didn't actually fly to Little S. James Island.

141) A closer look at the flight log shows that Dershowitz traveled from an airport with the abbreviation

BED to an airport with the abbreviation CYUL.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSJ1ARWkAAA-j0.jpg

142) BED is the airport abbreviation for Hanscom Field in Bedford, Massachusetts.
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143) CYUL is the airport abbreviation for Montreal international.  

 

It seems Dershowitz made a same-day round trip between these airports rather than a trip to Little St.

James Island.  

 

That's why Dersh (and POTUS) are confident that the accusations against him aren't true.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSKkX7WsAE_pCO.jpg

144) New York Times reporter Maggie Haberman likes to send her deep state pals coded messages on

Twitter. This is one she posted in November. 

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

OH on the Q train intercom: "Attention passengers. The intercom 
phone is for emergencies only, it is not for asking the conductor 
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questions."
5,893 4:31 AM - Nov 21, 2018

5,377 people are talking about this

145) This was Haberman's tweet today. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSPtOHWsAAnhlh.jpg

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

"There is no smoking on this train. If you're found smoking, we'll 
assume you're on fire and take the appropriate action," says the 
Amtrak conductor.

14.1K 6:03 PM - Jan 6, 2019

5,216 people are talking about this

146) Q responded to Maggie tweet. Being a compassionate person, he's offering crooked people a chance

to come into the light before the hammer drops.
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147) Last June, Haberman posted this tweet about "Trump driving the train." 

 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSSyikXgAAwslv.jpg

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

People in White House sound as confused as everyone else 
about what  happens after the president's EO, which McGahn 
was against him signing. There's inter-agency disagreement 
about what it means. Trump now essentially tunes his chief of 
staff out, Trump driving the train.

6,562 2:14 AM - Jun 22, 2018

4,432 people are talking about this

148) Q posted links to the three tweets by Haberman and offered this observation.
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149) The clock is ticking.
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150) Q posted a quote from an op-ed by Joe diGenova.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwSTfnXXQAAZTOe.jpg
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151) diGenova expressed his disdain for what James Comey has done to the FBI. He believes grand jury

investigation under the direction of  is the remedy. 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/joe-digenova-cardinal-james-comey-the-man-who-destroyed-the-fbi

@USAttyHuber

Joe diGenova: 'Cardinal' James Comey -- The man who destroyed the FBI
James Comey politicized the FBI, America’s premier law enforcement agency. It started on July 6, 2016,
when he usurped the authority of Attorney General Loretta Lynch in violation of the Constitution…

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/joe-digenova-cardinal-james-comey-the-man-who-destroyed-the-fbi

152) If you're interested in MKUltra (and other mind control programs read this article that Q posted.  

 

It's difficult to find reliable information on this subject but this article from December provides

information obtained through FOIA.  

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-drugs-hypnosis-electric-

documents/

Truth about CIA's secret MKUltra mind-control experiments revealed in sensational new doc…
DISTURBING details of secret mind-control experiments carried out by the CIA have been revealed in newly
released documents – that officials have been trying to hide for decades.  The new doc…

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-drugs-hypnosis-electric-documents/

153) Q suggests mind control programs, though officially discontinued, are continuing under an offshore

agency with covert funding. (More below)
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154) Q wrote regarding the report that animal experiments were precursors to human experiments: 

Animals > Humans 

Humans (experiments began in) 1988  

(The experiments have achieved a) 71% avg success rate.

155) Q wrote: 

Targeted (mental) 'criteria' designated as [ , ]. 

Mental institutions & therapists > 'program-specialists'….. 

Cocktail regimen 4x daily brain intercept [administered by ] 

 

(These are the clinical regimens that are used in the programs.)

156) Q gave us a hint at the kind of conditions that are being treated with the program. 

 

The research is being done, ostensibly, to help increase mobility and extremity (or prosthesis) function in

paralyzed patients & amputees.  

https://ncats.nih.gov/pubs/features/brain-signals-action
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157) Q wrote: 

WIA military personnel targets of the program? 

PTSD+ 

 

WIA is the Workforce Investment Act of 1998.  

Its purpose is to enhance the labor force and it includes funding and assistance for disabled and

displaced workers. 

https://www.doleta.gov/programs/laws_regulations.cfm
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158) The WIA also provides assistance to members of the military.  

Since members of the military are in essence government property, it's not difficult to imagine unusual

programs being used to treat difficult conditions like PTSD.  

https://wdr.doleta.gov/directives/attach/TEGL22-04.pdf
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159) Q wrote: 

Clandestine Black OPs > zero affiliation (non_stick) 

 

These operations are off the record, therefore, Congress doesn't know about them or fund them. Those

involved have full, plausible deniability.

160) Something out of a movie? 

Fiction? 

The hole is deep. 

Q
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161) Regarding Q's statement above:  

"WIA military personnel targets of the program?" 

 

[W]ounded [I]n [A]ction would be a simpler decode. 

Occam's razor dictates that the simplest answer tends to be the correct one.

162) #OccamsRazor

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwUFbaQX4AEucvX.jpg

163) This morning POTUS sent out these 3 tweets. 

 

 

 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

With all of the success that our Country is having, including the 
just released jobs numbers which are off the charts, the Fake 
News & totally dishonest Media concerning me and my 
presidency has never been worse. Many have become crazed 
lunatics who have given up on the TRUTH!...

134K 12:56 PM - Jan 7, 2019

62.4K people are talking about this

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump
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...The Fake News will knowingly lie and demean in order make 
the tremendous success of the Trump Administration, and me, 
look as bad as possible. They use non-existent sources & write 
stories that are total fiction. Our Country is doing so well, yet this 
is a sad day in America!

97.9K 1:09 PM - Jan 7, 2019

50.6K people are talking about this

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

....The Fake News Media in our Country is the real Opposition 
Party. It is truly the Enemy of the People! We must bring honesty 
back to journalism and reporting!

129K 1:31 PM - Jan 7, 2019

69.2K people are talking about this

164) Q quoted them and asked if they rang a bell.  

 

Echoes of yesterday's drop? 

 

Sometimes making a connection leads to uncovering …… 

 

Will MSM ask the Q?
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165) An anon saw the similarities in Q's post yesterday and the tweets from POTUS.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVIvtPUUAAt8kD.jpg

166) Q responded.
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167) Ruth Bader Ginsburg [RBG] appeared in brackets yesterday, suggesting that her time was running

short.  

 

Q posted a link to a Bing search page.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVJU-mUUAIRbAA.jpg

168) The search page shows the result for Ginsburg. For the first time in 25 years, RBG will miss

Supreme Court arguments due to health problems. 

 

https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=ginsburg&FORM=HDRSC6
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169) An anon greeted Q.
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170) Q responded

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DwVKd-kVsAAXT6v.jpg

171) World Bank President unexpectedly resigns following a stormy 2-year relationship with Steve

Mnuchin over loans to China and excessive compensation packages. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-president-jim-yong-kim-to-resign-in-february-11546879066

World Bank President Resigns to Join Investment Firm
Jim Yong Kim unexpectedly resigned, setting up a potential dispute between the U.S. and other World Bank
member countries over selecting the next leader.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-president-jim-yong-kim-to-resign-in-february-11546879066
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172) Nothing happening?


